Dr.S.P.Ravindra, M.Com, PGDBM, Ph.D.
Dean & Secretary
Integral Institute of Advaced Management

25th November, 2018
It gives me immense pleasure to note that the most presitigious event of IIAM is being celebrated
on 5th and 6th of December 2018.
An event which wakes up every student of IIAM to give their best in organizing Pinnacle since
the inception ie., 1992.
Pinnacle serves as a platform of exposure for all the Students where they can showcase and
sharpen their managerial skills and talents across various fields. Pinnacle inculcates the
confidence in the hearts and minds of the students to mould themselves to be effective future
managers.
Pinnacle is an event where IIAM opens its gates welcoming students from a varied set of
disciplines, by participating, interacting and engaging the students get propelled to Think Big,
Do Big in order to Achieve Big.
I congratulate all the participants as we strongly believe that participation itself is winning.
With Regards

Dr.S.P.Ravindra
Dean & Secretary IIAM

Prof. G. Nageswara Rao, Ph.D.
VICE-CHANCELLOR
Andhra University

26th November, 2018
I am delighted to know that the Integral Institute of Advanced Management (IIAM),
Visakhapatnam is conducting a National Management Meet viz., PINNACLE 2018 during
December 5-6, 2018.
The sarcastic way to define the 'management' is simply "the art of getting other people to do
the work". However, in reality the role of a Manager is wider and bigger; be it in the production
or marketing or administration or managing the crises, today's Manager is expected to deliver
the goods in the best interests of the organization/business establishment. Bridging the gap
between the top and the last level, the Manager has to rise to the occasion to keep the company's
flag high. In order to achieve this, I believe 'I' need to be replaced with 'We'; to say 'we did it'
instead of 'I did it'. The success of a Manager also depends on his/her decision making. Decisions
taken with an objective and open mind create huge impact in the organizational functioning
and in achieving desired results.
Events such as PINNACLE provide a platform to the budding managers to showcase their
strengths, update themselves and hone their skills. I hope PINNACLE 2018 will be an appropriate
place to the participants where they can present their talents not only in management but also
in literary and cultural aspects.
I congratulate the students of IIAM who are making PINNACLE a grand success for the past 26
years and I hope this year's event would follow the suit.

G. Nageswara Rao
Vice-Chancellor
Andhra University

D.Venkateswara Reddy, IRS
Commissioner
Central Tax(GST)-Audit

It gives me immense pleasure to know that IIAM, Vizag is going to conduct PINNACLE- National
Management Meet.
I also learn that they are going to publish a Souvenir on the occasion.
I hope this event provides a better way to learn and achieve desired goals to the management
students. I wish this event would be platform to know about the practical scenarios in the
management studies.
I extend my best wishes to the organisation and students on this occasion.

With Regards

D.Venkateswara Reddy
Commissioner
Central Tax(GST)-Audit

Dr. Vijaya Rudraraju, Ph.D.
Director
Integral Institute of Advaced Management

26th November, 2018
It is indeed a moment of great pride to be a part of PINNACLE – 2018 – The IIAM National
Management Meet. It is not easy for an institution to continue organizing any event on a regular
annual basis for 27 years. This shows the belief the college has built on the importance of such
events in student learning and development, especially the management students.
Working with young minds and understanding this generation is very interesting and adds a lot
of enthusiasm.
I believe that with their creativity, spontaneity and aptitude in technology, they can be moulded
into better professionals by instilling in them the values of patience, sincerity and commitment.
We at IIAM strongly believe that events of this order will enable the young minds to develop
these qualities.
Wishing PINNACLE, 2018 a very best.

Dr. Vijaya Rudraraju
Director IIAM

Where you are and the company you are associated with currently?
Citi Bank NA/Singapore
Your current position - roles and responsibilities?
AVP – ASPAC Capacity Management – Responsible for managing the Citi Bank IT infrastructure capacity
in Asia-Pacific region. We help to optimize the capacity usage and help reduce/save IT costs.
On your experience, what do you think, it takes to become an effective and efficient manager,
entering the era of dynamic engagement fuelled by globalization and automation?
• Out of the box thinking

• Empathy for people

• Helping others succeed

Describe the biggest challenge you faced in your work and how did you overcome it?
I took initiative to automate a very manual intensive job. I have to learn new programming skills,
communicate & convince the team and management of the advantages and implement it in a very
short time frame. Lots of hours into work, interaction with other teams and constant support from
management helped to complete the task on time and with great results.
Number 1 IIAM memory ? – Farewell party to 9th batch
Things that you learn in your PGDM classroom that directly helped you in your job?
Developing self-confidence, Team Work and Building strong relationships
Suggestions for MBA students on the two years of classroom educationRead extensively on Personality Development, Leadership and Soft skills
Note: Todays Readers are Tomorrows Leaders
Your IIAM experience in one sentence - Acquired good education and long-lasting friendships
Your Success Mantra - Hard work , Persistent, Consistent and Caring for others.
Your Superhero - My Father
One thing that you cannot live with- Selfishness
Lowest point of life and how did you overcome it?
Wrong career move. Optimism and positivity helped to overcome it.
Your highest point of life (till now!!) and how did you celebrate it?
Marrying a strong-willed lady and celebrate every year buying jewellery for her.

Three principles that you live by - Integrity, Predictable and Genuine interest in people
What is success to you in one word - Be happy and spread happiness
The best lesson life taught you - Never take anyone for granted
How do you handle conflict?
Be in other persons shoes and understand the conflict. Provide amicable solutions which strengthens
relationships.
Your decision-making process? Not efficient. Working on to improve it
Favourite person in the www(whole world wide) - My Wife
Describe yourself in one word - Young by heart
How do you want people to remember you - Good Friend
In your view, Three Dont’s of a manager?
Micro management | Discourage/Demean Team | Bad Example
What you do when you get angry? – Be alone for a little while to cool down.
How not to make a fool of ourselves before our boss/peers? – Talk less and listen more. Walk the talk.
How do you point out mistakes in your peers, subordinates and how do you offer constructive criticism?
I tell my team the mistakes they make in a polite and gentle way. I also tell them how I will correct the
mistakes if I am in their situation.
What makes you excited about Mondays? Pay check, Gym and Coffee with co-workers.
How did you find purpose of your life? Or What is your take on life?
Still did not find true purpose of life. Searching for it. My take on life is to live happily and let others live
happily.

One major transitional shock from classroom to work Job life is tougher than perceived. Classroom is theoretical learning of swimming and job is learning
swimming in deep waters. If we do not use effective skills, we will get drowned.
One cool thing about your job I get to meet and hear from highly successful professionals. I also get lots of opportunities to learn new
technologies and leadership skills.
How do you keep yourself motivated and focused?
Improve every day in every aspect of life. Read and listen to success stories.
Favourite book ? Books: • How to Win Friends and Influence People | • The five love languages
How do you balance your work/life, how do you prioritise?
| Early to office and early back home | Delegate tasks
| Never over promise and under deliver | Minimize official work from home
One common mistake you notice the young managers do?
Over aggressive and less human touch
How to stay ahead in global village? Re-educate and re skill.
How do you want the future to look like - More people to people interaction than people to machine.
Anything that you would like to share Experts say the future is all about robotics, artificial intelligence, machine learning, data analytics etc.
Most of the income generating activities will be done by machines. We need to skill our selves to find
solutions to human needs rather the work on existing solutions.
For example: There will be a severe shortage of drinking water in future. How can we all come up with
effective and efficient solutions to help the human kind and develop the leadership to implement. New
business ideas can be generated from this requirement.

Where you are and the company you are associated with currently?
I am presently residing in Mumbai. Employed with Flash Forge Pvt Ltd
Your current position - roles and responsibilities?
Vice- President Business Development. Responsible for the Business Development of Flash Forge Pan
India.
•

To develop new markets.

•

Set targets for the sales force and ensure targets are met.

•

Strategic partnerships both front end and back end.

•

Ensure the company maintains a healthy cash flow.

On your experience, what do you think, it takes to become an effective and efficient manager,
entering the era of dynamic engagement fuelled by globalization and automation?
•

Be alert to market trends and opportunities.

•

Don't be afraid to make the first move.

•

Speed of Execution is highly important.

•

Being innovative is the key to stay ahead of competition.

Describe the biggest challenge you faced in your work and how did you overcome it?
It involved a contract worth 50 Cr. Competition was tough. Achieved this in two phases.
1.

Product development phase: Improvised our present product to meet the customer revised
specifications in a limited period of time.

2.

Ensured the specifications are outlined in the RFP document which suits us. This prevented
competition from making a head way.

Number 1 IIAM memory for you Organizing Pinnacle ’97- Wonderful memory
Things that you learn in your PGDM classroom that directly helped you in your job Learnt little in the class room. Everything I learnt in organizing Pinnacle’97
Suggestions for MBA students on the two years of classroom education Be practical. Network well with industry. This will give you results
Your IIAM experience in one sentence - AWESOME
Your Success Mantra - Execution is the key to success.
Your Superhero - Amitabh Bachan and Sreedharan- Metro Man
One thing that you cannot live with - Cheating

Your lowest point of life and how did you overcome it?
When I lost my youngest brother in a road accident. It was difficult. With the help of my family, friends at IIAM, I
overcame it.
Your highest point of life (till now!!) and how did you celebrate it?
Getting Married to the Girl whom I loved, was my junior in IIAM.
Three principles that you live by •

Be strong Internally.

•

Help others to succeed.

•

Never Cheat in life.

What is success to you in one word When your down the line people achieve greater heights in their life.
The best lesson life taught you Take it easy. Don’t be serious in life.
What is your savings strategy/Where do you invest Stock Market- Mutual Funds
How do you handle pressure I practice yoga everyday.
How do you handle conflict Its easy. Do the right thing. You will never have conflict
Your decision-making process Never take decisions when Angry or Happy. Give it a while and then take the decision. It then is usually correct.
Favourite person in the www(whole world wide) - Myself
Describe yourself in one word - Affable, Reachable
How do you want people to remember you - Leader who helped people change their lives.
In your view, Three Don’t’s of a manager • Never cheat

• Never mishandle money

• Never bitch about your sub-ordinates

What you do when you get angry - Deep Breathe
How not to make a fool of ourselves before our boss/peers Be strong in your subject. Never Lie or Never Fib
How do you point out mistakes in your peers and subordinates how do you offer constructive criticism Up front. Never take a circum vent root. Though they might not like it initially, they will appreciate it later. They
will stand by you.

What makes you excited about Mondays Monday is like any other day.
How did you find purpose of your life? Or What is your take on life?
Don’t Be serious in life. Have fun. Life is to be like this.
Money or Relationships? Vitamin M Vs Vitamin R Both are equally important.
One major transitional shock from classroom to work You will have to innovate everyday.
One cool thing about your job - Huge Dimensional variety. Higher accountability and freedom
How do you keep yourself motivated and focused I keep listening to SadhguruJaggiVasudev of Isha. My wife is also a big motivator
Play safe Vs Take risk in business Playing safe helps you when you have really grown to huge volumes in business. Taking risks always helps you
grow.
Favourite Sports Team/book/movie/cartoon/TV channel • Sport: Cricket • Book: The Monk who sold his Ferrari by Robin Sharma • Movie: Sholay
• Cartoon: Donald duck • TV Channel: None
How do you balance your work/life, how do you prioritise It is difficult. I am still working on.
One common mistake you notice the young managers do They assume a lot.
How to stay ahead in global village - Be good at your subject.
How do you want the future to look like - I strive to make the present a beautiful one. Future God will take care.
Anything that you would like to shareIIAM has been a great place where I learnt a lot from my teachers and importantly from my friends. The experience
of organizing Pinnacle’97 in fact fetched me my first job in Worlds no. 1 MNC in elevator industry - OTIS.
Feel great that you are part of / organizing Pinnacle. Enjoy every moment. Don’t take life too seriously. Success
will come if you Work Hard and are focussed on your goals. Great Work in Organizing Pinnacle. Good Luck!

Where you are and the company you are associated with currently?
I am based out of New Delhi and currently associated with a central government PSU named
Central Railside Warehouse Company Limited, a subsidiary of Central Warehousing Corporation and a
Mini Ratna company under Ministry of Food & Public Distribution.
Your current position - roles and responsibilities?
Currently working as Manager-Marketing & Operations in the corporate office of CRWC, New
Delhi. Responsible for all the KPI's & KRA's of 13 Terminals under me out of 20 operational Terminals
Pan India.
On your experience, what do you think, it takes to become an effective and efficient manager,
entering the era of dynamic engagement fuelled by globalization and automation?
The fusion of the Knowledge and experience one gains over a period of time with the behavioural
aspects of life, like matching your skill set with the willingness and attitude for execution of a task at
hand. Keeping oneself updated with the latest economical and technological up-gradations is a must
for aiming success.
Describe the biggest challenge you faced in your work and how did you overcome it?
After working for almost 16 years in Private sector/MNC's, getting adapted and aligning self into
the government sector was in itself a challenging task as the work culture, rules, policies, guidelines,
decision making processes etc. of both the sectors were entirely different. However, with the experience
gained over a period of time, the transition was handled smoothly.
Number 1 IIAM memory for you Falling and finding the love of my life, My Wife, Namita Singh of 11th Batch.
Things that you learn in your PGDM classroom that directly helped you in your job Nothing in specific but everything that I learned and gained during my stay of 2 yrs at IIAM. It’s the package
that worked.
Suggestions for MBA students on the two years of classroom education Be focussed and adaptive. Do the self SWOT analysis and work on deliverables through a practical approach.
Your IIAM experience in one sentence - The institution where you can shape and nurture your dreams.
Your Success Mantra - Be Positive, Be Patient and Be Happy.
Your Superhero - My Father
One thing that you cannot live with- Grudges.

Your lowest point of life and how did you overcome it?
The fear of becoming jobless when recession was at its peak in 2010-12, however with persistent effort
and die hard attitude managed to grab some key orders from key clients which created a mark in my last
organisation and is bearing fruit even today.
Your highest point of life (till now!!) and how did you celebrate it?
Birth of my First Daughter after 8 yrs of my Marriage. The celebration was nothing less than the way we
celebrate Deepavali. It was a new beginning.
Three principles that you live by • Be Focussed & Growth oriented.

• Do what you love

• Patience & Positive attitude.

What is success to you in one word - Dedication
The best lesson life taught you You Get what you do. Do Good Deserve Good.
How do you handle pressure Be positive and stay clam. Patience is the key. Seek help or advice if required.
How do you handle conflict Be a Good Listener, Work for Mutual agreement with a planned approach.
Your decision-making process Pre-thought on possible Outcome, eye on Goal, Analysing consequences, evaluating it and taking an amicable
decision.
Favourite person in the www(whole world wide) - M S Dhoni
Describe yourself in one word - Happy Go Lucky.
How do you want people to remember you - Kind hearted and a trustworthy Person.
In your view, Three Dont’s of a manager • Avoid All by Self. Focus on Team Building. • Avoid Partial Approach. Be fair and Transparent.
• Avoid Unethical Practices
What you do when you get angry - I Close My eyes and take a deep breath.
How not to make a fool of ourselves before our boss/peers Don’t Lie. Be straight Forward. Build Confidence.

How do you point out mistakes in your peers and subordinates how do you offer constructive criticism The message is conveyed politely depending upon the situation, Stick or Carrot, and discussion on alternate
solutions are evaluated for a mutual agreement.
What makes you excited about Mondays - Fresh Week, New Challenges.
How did you find purpose of your life? Or What is your take on life? I believe in a Balanced Life. Work Hard and smart. Spare quality time with your family.
Money or Relationships? Vitamin M Vs Vitamin R - I value Vitamin R over Vitamin M.
One major transitional shock from classroom to work Making hand and mind compatible in a challenging and time bound atmosphere.
One cool thing about your job Weekends are all yours. 5 day working.
How do you keep yourself motivated and focused?
Positive thoughts, exercise and do what you love.
Favourite Sports Team/book/movie/cartoon/TV channel?
Love Cricket as well as Singing.
How do you balance your work/life, how do you prioritise?
List them down on daily basis. Set Priority. Family time must.
One common mistake you notice the young managers do Should give a thought before initiating any action. Double Check required.
How to stay ahead in global village As pointed earlier, Keeping oneself updated with the latest economical and technological up-gradations
is a must for aiming success.
How do you want the future to look like Tough One. Caring People and smiling Faces.
Anything that you would like to share Be Happy and keep people around you happy.

Where you are and the company you are associated with currently?
Currently associated with PATRA INDIA BPO SERVICES PVT LTD
Your current position - roles and responsibilities?
Managing Director for Patra India, for all 3 locations Vizag, Raipur & Bangalore
How do you motivate low performance employees?
• Listen to what they have to say about their performance
• Understand what motivates them, rewards or recognition
• Set performance goals and follow up on the implementation
• Encourage them, when they turn around
How do you point out mistakes in your peers and offer constructive criticism?
• Focus on the situation and not the person
• Use a positive and passive tone
• Focus on their strengths first and then provide the areas of improvement
• Be specific and to the point
• Give recommendations on improvement
How do you give high quality service level in business process outsourcing?
• Value beyond cost - benefits beyond cost reduction
• Domain expertise and analytics - use industry knowledge to analyze the data
What are the latest technological advancements in outsourcing industry?
• Big data and Analytics
• Cloud computing
• Blockchain technology
• Cyber security

Recent statistics says that "The demand and interest for outsourcing has grew at exponential
rate" - how do you think the future of outsourcing look like?
With emerging technologies like IoT, Blockchain, AR and VR, demand for outsourcing professionals
will rise. India has been the favorite destination till now, but will be seeing more new destinations in the
coming years. Looking at the trend in 2018, it surely looks interesting and promising.
On your experience, what do you think, it takes to become an effective and efficient manager,
entering the era of dynamic engagement fuelled by globalization and automation?
• Complex problem-solving
• Critical thinking
• Creativity
• People management
• Coordinating with others
• Emotional intelligence
• Judgement and decision-making
What makes you excited about Mondays - To meet our staff
Your favourite quote Never give up, as there is always something better waiting for you.
Yourself in one word - Strong woman
Your life’s Superhero - My father
How do you want people to remember you? She is caring
Favourite person in the whole wide world. - Daughter
What is success to you?
Trying even after failing multiple times
What is your savings strategy and where do you invest usually - Mutual funds
One thing you cannot live without? Aspiration
Any suggestion or tips for young budding managers? Be flexible to change

What is goods and services tax? How it is different from previous tax systems?
The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a destination based consumption tax. It is levied and collected
on supply of goods or services or both. It is collected on the value added at each stage of supply chain
by duly allowing credit of tax paid known as Input Tax Credit.
In previous taxation system, taxable events were manufacture of goods, sale of goods, provisions
of services etc. Further, these taxes were levied by the Union Government and the Governments of
various States/Union Territories with Assemblies, separately. Very importantly the tax rates, exemptions
for same commodity were different in different States.
The present GST regime brought out uniform rates, exemptions and procedures across the entire
nation. That is why the slogan of GST is "One Nation, One Tax and One Market"
Very importantly, now we have GST Council where the Union Finance Minister as Chairman and
Ministers of Finance of all the States/Union Territories with Assembly as Members, decide GST levy,
rates, proposed amendments, exemptions etc., The recommendations made by this GST Council are
passed in the Parliament and State Legislative Assemblies to give legislative effect.

What are the slab rates of goods and services tax?
Apart from the 'Nil' rate, standard slabs of GST are 3%, 5%, 12%, 18% and 28%. There is a
scheme called "Composition Scheme" under which an amount (in lieu of the word tax) of 1%, 2% or 5%
on the value of the supply, depending on the item of listed goods or services supplied, is to be collected
and paid.
Why petrol, alcohol and electricity are not included in goods and services tax?
As per the Goods and Services Tax Act at the Centre and all the States and Union Territories with
Assembly, GST is liveable on the supply of petroleum crude, high speed diesel, motor spirit (commonly
known as petrol) natural gas and aviation turbine fuel. But only from a date to be notified by the
Government on the recommendations of the GST Council. This is a policy issue and perhaps council will
take a call based on public interest at an appropriate time.
To what extent India is successful in implementation of goods and services tax?
India is greatly successful in implementation of GST. The kind of Constitutional Amendment on
very fiscal federalism is most difficult to bring. The uniform law, common rates across the nation are
great indicators of success of GST. Elimination of physical interface of taxpayers with the department
during the times of registration, return filing etc. is hallmark of transparency.

Will startup's be benefited with implementation of GST?
Yes. "One Nation, One Tax and One Market" brings level playing field. The amount of clarity
brought out helps the start-ups to comply with the laws with ease. Further, the Governments at the
Centre and States have extended many taxpayer services. One can observe perceptible changes in
taxpayer service orientation.
To what extent Indian economy has effected with implementation of goods and services tax?
Any nation's economy heavily depends on the revenue mobilisation. GST brings a revolutionary
change in the indirect taxation system in our country. GST brings more tax base and more tax buoyancy.
What will become cheaper and costly in future course of time?
Most of the goods or services or both consumed by the poor and the needy are covered under
tax exemptions. In the future course of time, with many more suppliers utilising the Input Tax Credit and
with the healthy competition, the value of their supplies is bound to further come down. As GST is an
ad valorem (according to value) tax, all goods and services tend to be cheaper on comparison, accordingly.
Suggestions to the young budding managers:
Please be aware of taxation laws, especially with the deadlines in filing returns and other compliance
matters. Greater awareness of issues of tax compliance helps you to avoid penalties, notices which burden
your time, money and other resources. You can think of brief spells of trainings for your employees at times.
Times have changed a lot. Use information technology to find answers to all questions. Study the issues
well before you seek appointment with departmental officers on tax matters. Your depth of relevant
knowledge on an issue, will earn a lot of respect from departmental officers. You are into a knowledge
economy. Knowledge is power. All the best!

Superintendent of Central Tax
National Academy of Customs
Indirect Taxes and Narcotics
Visakhapatnam
drkvmohan@gmail.com

